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STUDY SKILLS AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
i

4'

In this chapter, the process of studying text material is Viewed as

a criteria - related,' self-directed form of reading text. It is a form of
. .

,
.

reading-unlike reading a novel for entertainment or reading the newspaper

to pass time on a commuter train. Rather, it is a form of reading in

which specific information must be gainedby'engaging a text or reference
4

I

book in order to perform Well on some future event; such as taking an

exam, grvinga speech, or writing a paper.

The other important feature of studying, as it will be discussed in
; .

this chapter, is't0at it is student-directed. The student is the prime

agent in deciding when and, how the study sessions should proceed. In

contrast, other types of studying, such as teacher-directed, computer

managed or programmed. inslruction, prov'de the student with decisions

about what7to-do7next.
.0

To help describe.the prqcdss of studying, the .concept of metacompre-

hension is used frequently in this chapter. Accordipg topFlavell (1978),

a b?oad_definItion of metacomprehensioh is "knowledge or cognition that

takes,as its object or regulates any aspect of any cognitive endeavor."

For -he needs of this chapter, however, some of the More specific charac-.

teristics of metacomprehension, e.g., cognitive monitoring and comprehen-
v

siop failure, are crucial. These are key concepts of student directed

studying, since tudients must reliably monitor their own acquisition,

maintenance, and production of knowledge. The notion of metacomprehension.

is woven into each o( the three major sections in t is (I) pier which djp-
.-

cusg the Pre-reading, During Reading and Post-r. ..tiVities involved

in. the process of sludying.
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Stage I: Pre-read4Dg Activities

The fl-cst-stage of Pre-reading,activities begins when the student has

resolved' Some of the motivational aspects of studying (e.g., Do I have time

to study? Am I too upset to study? Are there easier ways to learn this

material?), and is convinced that-the textbook must be engaged in order to

learn. Once the decision has been made to engage text, the student must

clarify.the criteria associated with the study session. The following two
-

. -

___

sections discuss some of the processes that students can apply to aid them

In clarifying criteria..

Clarifying the Criteria and Objectives of Studying

P
While studying can occur-for -many diverse reasons, most often students

engage in teXtbookystudying to prepare for an examination. /Also, textbook

studying is seldom isolated fro5 other instructional component of an edu-

cational system, such as lectures, computer-assisted instruction, laboratory

work, and discourse with classmates and teachers. In the Pre-reading stage,
.

ihe ',tine task of the student is to apply knowledge gained from these other

instructional sources in order to help specify as clearly as possible the

nature of the forthcoming examination. In other words, the students need

to determine what topics will be tested, as well as'thc- expected levels-of

understanding of each topic.
/

The most readily,availableSources of information to help students .

=

decide on the nature of the_ forthcoming examinati-on-are lecture notes,.
=

course guides and objectives,and copies of previously administered, exams.
q,

The student's job is to organize' these materials so that they willJbe

maximally usefu' cages in the study sec, ,41

One 5uggestedoryallizational technique is tocieveh.,1 Ludy guide

upon which subject, matter entries can be made as they are encountered.
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have found it useMI to have one'sheet set aside for all potential test

items which will require students to name, describe, define, or give

examples and applications`. For example, when an instructional objective

states that the student will be able to identify Copperheads, describe
,

.

the Battle of Shiloh, church, or when a test item requires tpe student to

list two important safety precautions when using an arc welder, then the
41*

student would write. Copperheads, Shiloh Church and arc welder-safety on

the study guide.

On a second page labeled-"OomOarisons," the student lists those topics,
.

which'requi.re a "compare and contrast" level of understanding. items from
- ,,

lisis of objectiVes and tests such as, "Discuss the effectiveness of Davis

and Lincoln as military leaders;, " or "What was the'major difference between
A

the States and States-constitutions?" would be. _

entered ontw,the study guide as "Davis vg. Lincoln" and "U.S. vs. C.S.

constitutions.

Onto a thi' study guide page wouldbe entered those items which have

a temporal, procedural, or causal relationship. Items such gas, "Why did

the people in the South mourn Lincoln-1s assassination?" "Why should all

- arc-welding hardfacing be done in a flat-position?" or, "Before checking

to see that the voltage is zero, what should be dohe?" Would be entered

as "Lincoln's assassination --)*South mourning "; "flat position ----i*

harclacing%ancr"---1*.voltage is zero."

Finally,. a f6urth study guide page would' contain those items-which

would not fit conveniently onto the first three. Thosekitems which re-
-

quire complex tasks such as analyzing, evaluating and critiquing would be

included on this fourthpage. Our preliminary work with this technique
. . '

.

jnclicates that d student cgn translate 40-items from a multiple-choice

A.
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test onto these worktheetS in about 15 minutes. We believe. that this is

not an unneasonable amountof time to spend on this task.

in summary, this.Pre-reading activity requires that the-students trans-

late items from tests, lists of pbjectives, and lecture notes into topic'

entries and write them on the proper study guide page. Constructing these

worksheets! is a technique that aids in organizing the pertinent information

related to the study' criteria. Another valuable source for gathering infor-

mation is the textbook. The nekt section describes how that procedure works.

Suveying
a

,

'It is easy when reading some of the most influential "hOw-to-study"

literature (Robinson, 1970; Pauk, 1974) to be lulled into thinking that

surveying s
4111.

a straightforward, rather noninvolved-process. Many authors

suggest that studehts read the title; read the subtitles, look at the pic-

tures, read the summary, etc. while/ quickly turning from page to page

throughout the chapter. Seldom are these suggestions described in enough

detail to inform the student on what information is supposed to be found

in the title, the pictures or the summaries.
::

, ,

, *
In an effort to gain more insight into surveying and to begin far-mu-

%

lating a first-order model of this process, we gave twelve, skilled'readers
0

a chapter each to study in preparation for a later event, such as taking a

test or atterlding a lecture. We contacted each studier-in advaricerand

asked them to set aside approximately a one-hour block of time in an

effort to make the task demands as realistic as possible. To, start the

study session, O'ey were told that they should study inpreparation for

either a.test to follow, or to attend .a lecture. Then the'text was given

to theM and their initial behaviOrs,were obserVed. .Specjfigally,
%
we

o
.

`wanted to know nwhether or not they would attempt any type'of survey
.' ...,

-i.-

e

O
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activity; and second, we wanted to know more about the co itive processes

inVolved.in the surveying activity. The following model was generated

from this source ofobservitional and s= f-repo rt dot

We discovered that virtually every one th subjects attempted

some form of survey. The shortest survey was only 10 seconds, and the

longest was in the range of 15 minutes. During these relatively short

periods of interaction with'the text, a number of verycomplex behaviors

and procedures took place. We tried to capture the gist of most of our

dobservations and s
t

ent reports in the three questipns which students

seemed to be attempting to answer as they surveyed. These questions are:
,

(1) How much do I already knoW about this topic and text ?, (2) How inter-

I
ested em 1 in this topic and text? and (3) How difficult.or time-consuming

*
will it be Eor me to, learn what I need to know from the text? The evil-.

dence.that students were seeking in order to help answer the questions came

from a number of sources, and our categdrization of these sources leads us

to the next descriptive part of the model.

The first level of information that students attended to were the

salient; informatiOn-righ, non-sentence parts of the text chapter. These

parts include the title, subtitles, marked words, hiOlighted sections,

Oictures, charts, graphs, maps, anu reference lists. Most textbdoks make

easy to quickly locate such information with only a glance at each page.

A brief pass through a chapter in which the student inspected only these

types of information typically tooktwo minutes or less. The second level

of information that these students attended to was information-rich por-'

tions that are in predictable places in the text and can be located

. .

rapidly. This kind of information includes jntroductory and summary para-
,

graphs, the first and last paragraphs in the subsections, and the first
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sentence of-any paragraph. To engage in this second leVel of, information

.,

gathering.required ten to fiteen minutes in atypical chapter. In a third

level of activity during the survey, students engaged Ln selective reading
. ,

of larger, parts of the text. For example, they may have read most of a

subietion;.--or perhaps, several consecutive paragraphs.
.;

The process of using these three levels of information to help-answer

the three "How-I". questionS, 'is a very dynamic and complex one. Seldom did

.

a student survey:using.information only at one level. For example, almost
.

.
no dne read only; title, subtitles and inspected the charts, figures,

. .

.graphs, etc. Instead, the students moved very rapidly among the several

levels of information. The movemeht among the levels, however,. did not seem

to be random, and the folloWing model accounts for some of that, behavior.

(1) The students initially.bngage Level I in order to answer

the three questions.
/

(2) They will move from Level :1 to Levels 2 and 3 ,if they

,cannot reliably answer the three,"How-I" questions by
e-

%
using Level r, or the material is particularly interesting ,

.
xl

N\ to them.

, The students will move from Level 3 to. Levels 1 and'ilf
14 :3

they ore able to reliably answer the questions, or if the

text becomes less interesting.

(4) If the text is not formatted to facilitate using Levels 1

Ob.

and 2, i.e., the,text has only paragraphs with 1,0 headings

boy

O

or format markings of any kind, then the surveying process-.

breaks down and the students try some other strategy, such

as starting at the beginning'Of the passage and carefully
41.

ob \

reading each paragraph. \

r



In addition, our observations have led us to believe that answers to

the three,"How-1" tions can be used to make predictions about how we11

:
the:study-session will proceed. Thd study session will stop after survey-

11) when the subject already knows !.he content, and/or. (2) when the

subject :s very .uninterested in the topic, and/or (3) )..then thd time re-

quired to learn the text greatly exceeds the time availabje for, study.

Also, the study session will probably be of limited duration when interest

in the topic and. text is, at best, law and difficulty of the topic is high.

The study session will yrobably proceed Smoothly under the 'following cpn:

ditions: (1) when at.least some, but not all, of- the text material Is

already known, (2) when the topic is somewhat interesting, and (3) when

the time estimate to learn the required /material 'is low to medium..

In many respects the process of surveying is much more complex than

that of readino and studying the text itself, as described in the next

section, Stage 11. Skilled students "use rich (but .terse) information

from the text and from their own knowledge of the world to make decisions

about their own level of understanding and attitudes toward the text and

topic. ,,Skilled readers can do this in a very short period of time, usually

on.the order of a few minutes.

Stage'll: During Reading Activities

After clarifying the nature of the studying. outcomes and constructing
,

a study guide, reading extended text can begin. Fiequently, there is'a '

distinct break in the "flow" of studying behavior between Stages' r and II

That is, students-stop looking rapidly through the chapter asin surveying

and start at.the beginning to read-eath section. Sometimes, however,

students ,never move oiit of Stage I; fhis happens when the studyrng criteria

.are explicit enough to enable-a student to rapidly locate and'read.the
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relevant sections of text while surveying. Occasionally, for example, the

charts and graphs will contain all of the necessary information; this is

Often the case with technical manuals. When the situation arises in which

students must engage larger chunks of text and must proceed to Stage II,

a metaromprehension.model of studying is proposed to help account for the
.

diversity Of activities which occurs.

In Ihis model the student engages in a sequence of, instructional

episodes. Most episodes include the folloWing components: (1) information

gathering, (2) student responding, (3) response judging and feedback, and

(4) making decisions concerning. what-to-do-next. An example of a short

episode would be a frame in .a programmed instruction text. In a programmed

text a short chunk of information is presented,'Ja question is asked, and

the student provides an answer which can be coMpbred with a "preferred

answer" printed elsewhere in the text. Feedback and directions about

what-to-do-next are provided. Thus., a programmed text frame woulti be a

prototypic example of a shortinstruct-ional episode where only a limited
I

amount of metacomprehension is required.

As previously mentiloned, the focus
4

of this chapter is to consider

tidying a5 a self-directed form of instruction. To study effectively

the student Must know when and.how to use each component of the model,

and to dc this welt requires that the student be a good.-metacomprehender:

Some forms of instruction, such as teaches-directed.or computer-managed

instruc.tion, mse other techniques to substitute for metacomprehension.

For example, students engaged in traditional computer-managed instructio

do not often 'have to ask the question, "Do I know if I understand this

material?" During each episode the computer informs the.students whether
J,

or not they understand the materrAl. The next sections describe the way

1
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in which the foUr componenti apply to studying-, arting with dtSCussiono

some 'relevant research.
0

Information Gatherin

An instructional episode begins when the student starts reading to

extract meaning from sentences and paragraphs in a more or less seqUential

order. When students have an orga.inzed study aid,such as the study guide

described earlier, it can be used to help generate text-specific search

markers, i.e., reference points where reading should start andstop. In

other words, students can be more selective in what information they choose

toe proces-s.

The skill of selectingi'mporonf text sections to read carefully is a
.

veryimpottant.one when considering, the sheer jnformation load of a text

chapter. For example, the number of so-called idea units in a typical

chapter of text is mlnimally 50 per page. To calculate this we used a

conservative technique; similar t one for calculating pausal units (Brown

& Smiley, 1977), in whith we defined an idea unit as that verbage bounded

by punctuation marks, conjunctions, and/or infinitive phrases. Commas

.%
which wei-e used to set-off members of,d list br a city-state combination.

were not used':' Using these data, a 30-page chapter woulhave4 at a

minimuni, about 1500 pausal units or ideas.

To determine how students collect'gnformation from extended text,

Reynolds, Standiford and Anderson (178) had college students read a

text at a computer termiTal in an inserted question research paradigm..

*Using the terminals allowed measurement of reading times on short segments

' of material. They found that the question groups performed bettrr rela-

.-
tive to controls, on posttest items that repeated insetted quest ons,'as
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well as -on- new- posttest items from the same_categor ies as the inserted

qUestiOns. Analyses of time data showed that there was no overall differ-

ence in reading times between the two groups--those who .had- inserted ques-

tions and, those who did not, but subjects who received inserted questions

spent more time on the parts of the text that Contained information of the

type needed to answer the questions. In other words, students modified

their information gathering processes in accordance witWthe task; -es

defihtk.by the inserted questions.

Inlanother experiment, Baker (1978) presented passages containing

designed confutions, i.e., contradictions of information involving main

points of the passage or involving passage details, to subjects at a com-

pUter terminal. After reading the passage, subjects were given a series

of on-line questions to assess their awareness of the confusions. Tbey

were first asked to decide Which of two alternatives was most consistent

-
with each passage, where the alternatives were.Oaraphrases of either the

contradictory target or ity-cOrrespoilaing non-confusing control statement.

Depending on which-anYwer subjects gave', they were automatically branched

by the-tbMputer to further questions probing the ir interpretations of the

- passage.

Results showed that subjects spent more time reading paragraphs with

-contradictions than those without, contradictions if the contradiction

3

involved a main point. However, when the contradictions involved passage

details, subjects spent less time reading the paragraphs in ilhich the
0

contradictions appeared tWan those without contradictions. Thus, subjects

weresensitive.to the contradictions and therefore altered their reading

.behaviors in an unexptected.but defensible. way. For example,it appears
.

c oS
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that the subjects did in fact notice the contradictions on detail items,
.

but decided to gloss over them rather than take additional time to re-,

This sectio) on information gathel-ing is not meant to be an exhaustkle

review but rather an attempt at illustrating some of the variables whichtr

affect this process. Thus, it is rather clear that the nature of the task'

demands as-well' as the interaction of clarity of presentation and impor-

tance of information influenCe information gathering strategies.

Student Responding

This seconcl.Component in an instructional episode requires that the

student stop gathering. formation ihd engage in a response-demand event'.

In general, two typek&f mechanisms:C*1 interrupt the information gathering

process: (1),9 response,demand event initiated by either -the. student or

teacher (human or computer), and the-Automatic Mogitorl-ng Mechanism

(AMM) which provides students with "noises" doncerni thelrstudying

comprehension, called "clicks" of comprehension and "c11.-',s" of elbhipre-

hension failure. This notion will he.elaborated later.

Apejor, welrresearched form of response-demand event is the use

of-adjunct quegtions. The 9o-called direct effect of adjunct ques0ons

occurs when students receiving adjunct questions performed better on

criterion questions which are identical to those used in the adjunct form

than students in a read-only condition. There is also an indirect effect

f adjunct questions: a"supetior-performance by students receiving adjunct

questionS' on new criterion questions which were not used in the adjunct

form-compared with,the,performance of students in the read-only condition.
- /

ReCently Anderson and Biddle (1975)-reviewed.literature on adjunct

questions and concluded that'the use of adjunct questions .generally has a

41')
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Ifacilitative effect on learning from prose. When the puestions are.placed

after the text read by the students, they have a significant facilitative

effect on the repeated items and on the new items, showing direct and in-

direct effects. When adjunct questions appear before the text the stu-

dents are to read, they have a positive direct effect, but a negative

indirect effect. In addition, the closer the questions are physically

located to the information to which they refer, the higher the perfor-
..

miece when those questions are.,repeated later. Moreover, when questions

are grouped together after even lengthy prose, such as at the end of a

chapter in a textbook, they can have a pronounced direct effect. When

students are required ,to provide an overt answer to the adjunct questions,

there are more consistent'positive direct and indirect effects,Uan when

students are required to make only a covert response. When 'the adjunct

questions are higher level questions, i.e., they require the stubent to

go beyond 'the surface meaning of the text in order to answer the questidn,

they have direct and indirect effects. The point is rather dear that

adjunct, questions can'play a strong facilitative role in studying and

learnjng text material:

airelated line-of research in which students area required to

engage in'a response-demand eveht, results from recent. investigations on

I-.student generated questions by Erase and Schwartz (1975),I-Schmetzer (1975)

and-.Dueli (11977) ace encouraging. These researchers,preSent four studies

'which show that when students (high school and older) formulate'questions

during:study by:either writing them down or verbalizing the ',questions. to

a friend, they scored significantly better on a posttest than students who

studied using various other,controlled techniques.

14
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Andre and Anderson (1978) report another stu y using stude'generated-

questions in which some of the controls and ttzchniques used by the previous

authors were -telexed. Duell (1977) requi-ed studenttkto generate multiple-/

choice items rather than constructed-response type, items. Frase and

Schwartz (1975) used text material which was so factually, dense that vir-
,

,
.

i
.

tually all of the students! questionS were about specific facts. Andre

and AndecSon (1978), on the other hand, taught students to generate open-

ended queStions concerning the'main idea of each paragraph as they'read it.
_

0

'-. In a first experithentai study, a randomly selected group of.students

was trained to use the.qUestion generating'tehcnique. Another group of

students served as a control; theSe students were Oven the same series
,

5

of training passages to practice on as thasegiven to the experimental

group., However, this control groUp was not told specifically how to

study the materials. On 0.secoiiOday, all studegts were. , given anew

passage to read and study, followed by a criterion test which measured

students' knowledge of important outcomes. Resultsfrom this study showed

that there was a significant interaction between studentS' verbal ability.

and the effecfs of 'the strategy they employed. Specifically, the higher

verbal Ability students showed no significant gain by using the student

questioning technique over whatever other techniques they employed. The

Aifferenct was seen-in'the,students with less verbal ability; they showed

a significant gain by usint the questioning technique.

ln.a second study, the same two treatments as used above were em-

--ployed with the addition of.a third. '4,-This additional group. was n4t trained

to use the 'questioning :technique, as was the experimental group, OA theIr.

untrained. students were asked'to try the technique on the,criterion
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materials. Results frwl this study show that both groups using the ques-

' tioning. technique scored higher than their control group. -Results also

reveal a Treatment by Ability level interaction, iqpdicating that the lower-

verbal, ability students benefitted more from the treatment than did the

higher verbal ability students.

. Another tinding from these studies shows.that when.stUdents con:-

structed a good question about amain point, the probability was twice as

great as opposed towhen the were not able to construct one, that later

they could correctly answer a questiein on the criterion test, concerning

the main,Point.-.,This finding is viewed-a$ evidence that thkquality
0

r.
:

students' questions can serve as a comprehension monitoring, index for the

student at an important time-in the'tudy process when the student can take

action to learn the material better. That is, if the student cannot easily

generate a good question, then it may be necessary to reread the text

section or consult another source. In addition, this technique provides

the student with a record of questions that can be studied in preparation

forea later test.

.

Of course, many studentsengage in the more familiar types of response-

demand events such as notetaking, underlining and outlining. There is a

long history of research on the effects of thFse'kinds Qf activities. add,

in general, they are'; not very facilitative (See Anderson, 1978). HoWever,

these activities are shown to be facilitative if they generate an extensive.

alternate form of the text which can be used for future reference because

the original. source (14 will not be available later, (2) is very lengthy,

and/or (3) is not appropriately organized with reference to-,some. criterion.

A jandmark study by Barton,(1932) illustrates this point. He,taught

ninety-six high school students from two scipols the fundamentals of

16
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outlining. The prime Objective of the instr6Ctirsn was to teach the stu-
..

dents to find main, subordinate, coordinate, and irrelefant points in

,each paragraph: ,Students applied the outline, strategy to subject matter

contents of geography, American history, and ancient history. Test per-

formance of the students who used the outline strategy for a semester was

,significantly higher than test performance from a matched group who had

a similar instructional program excluding the outline training. This, is

the most impressive study in the literature and demonstrates, withfew

reservations, the beneficial effect of a -student'generated study aid.

In summaryil there_ is.evidence,that when students stop reading and
0 .

respond to questions, generate questions or6onstruct extended, outlines

or paraphrases, iearhing from prose is facilitated. However, paus ing

. briefly to underline or to jot down brief.'-notes typically are not highly

effective form% of response-demand events.

Another mechanism which can interrupt students while reading text

is the so-called.Automatic Mon4ri-ng MechanisM, it is called "automalic"
i3 3/,

;* '

because it seems tO operate at A.I",.SubawareneSs feV'et'arid the student is

only aware of 1t4,,,,operation after it has-made its noises, i.e., clicks and-4i-
t .

clunks. In an initial investigation of the Autodatic Monitoring Mechanism,

we observed and questioned graduate students as they engaged in study.

While we were aware that this technique would intrude on and possibly

disrupt the study-process, it seemed to be a good method for indexing

many or,the otherwise covert processes. To date,we.have Collected inter-

view data from eight students. Our most heavily constricted technique

required each student to read aloud; to predict the content of ,each

.paragraph prior to reading it .in depth; to summarize the paragraphs after

readihg them; and, to relate all other thoughts cnncenning the study
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session. -Our most lenient technique-required each student to study normally
IP

and to place a question mark bts!de any section of text that was confusing

and/or slowed down or stopped the readihg process. After studying'the text,

,eii students were given a test over the material and the nature of the quet7

tion marks andlbt notes was-discussed in a. posttest interview.

The following obserVations areresults of those interviews, (1) The

first technique discusseabove-'-heavily constricted technique-Wasiso .hlghly.
. .

Tp itself;interactive that: seemed to becoMe-a learning strategy `in i:e,, the,_.
-'.-

.

,
..

students' Seemed to learn,more from the exchange with'the eXperimenterAhan

from the text itself. \(2) During the post-study interview, students coup,,

discuss in detail thc nature of the question marks Att they entered on the

text while Studying. Consequently, we were not required to, interrupt the

study process by requesting\r*rts from students. (3) Students have a

'rather well established studYNScatey that is not easily- modified by telling

them about various task demands 'orf77 dying materials. (4) Students

can irpose temporary meaning on novel 1.004i",:it-e,1),Areses encountered in a
=

tc t with th;.- iotention of clarifyth the meaniii4=i514ttiiiipartaotz, 01--===

T Hater 't if uni,41-:',.ant. In general, i.pstudents employ extreme-Ty=Sorlfi=-___

ticated'strategies concerning the semantic importance of text that they

encounter. For example, words.used in footnotes orlwords not essential

to understandinglthe giSt of a sentence Were usually considered uniMpor-

that;'6hd their meanings were seldoM.verified in a dictioeary or glossary:

(5) Students ilea trouble remembering to write the Oesttprunetks wheh they
\ -

were confused. They reported that having to remember placing. the questton
ti
,

marks interfered with studying. (hip)-- Students exhibited many emotional
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behaviors; i.e., smiles, i'rowns,4 muscle tension, perspiration, and a

general emotional fatigue after the study session.
i.

In conclusion, we saw these study sessions as a series of very

sophisticated cognitive/aid emotional processes which are difficult, to

monitor and are-generaily below the student's level of awareness. Occa-

'4
sionally these processes reached=an awareness levelNin the form of the

previously mentioned click of comprehension or clunk of; comprehension

failure.. Clicks were often accompanied by feelings.of well being and

clunks.were accompanied by feelings Of.tenseheSs and/or mild anxiety.

Another effort (Baker, 1978) to inveSljgate the Automatic Monitoring

Mechanism consisted of aresearch plan with two phases. To implement the

fiAt phase,of-the research b4n, ten three-paragraph passaggs on world

history topics were written with deliberate confusions introduced into

the middle paragraph of each passage. Types of text confusions included:

(1) pronouns with indefinite referents,. (2) Linguistic markers ihcorrectly

signaling- the nature-of the text_ -that- follows; e.g:, using "therefore"'

-1--L-wherr---nin-iont-ion,to" is appropriate, and .(3) presentation of new infdr-

-mdtion -relating to ,a previously developed topic which is inconsistent

-with earlier.information. Each Of the three types involve either amain

point or a detail in theyasSage. Thirty-three college students were in.-

structecttoread: the passages as editors might and to put a question mark

by and/Or explain any confusionSItheV detected.- HopefUlly, these Insteuc-'

tions enCeuraged the students to engage in a high degree of metacomprehen-

sion. !Results showed that onlosiX.percent Of the students were able 'to

AetaCt all of the planned confusions.. FurtherMore, the average',
../1/

of tbeconfusions detected per'student was onlythirty-fourperCent,

was AOWer thah.expected.. Two plausible. explanations were posed to account;

faf

..
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for this low percentage: (1) Some of the passages dealt with content

that was difficult to understand (such as some of the philosophical aspects

of history), which diminished the salient features of the planned confu-
,

sions; (2) Students seemed able to iMpOse plausible alternate meaning onto

the target areas of,text,.and,ln so doing, apparetly-56Tiiid any confuSions

they might have experienced.

second phase of the' research plan; 26 colle0e :students were
.

instructed to,read the,passages decribed above and were allso told that

they wouldereceiaa sUbsequent comprehension test over the material.

The test had one. item. (thetarget item) related to the confusion and two

-items fibril other places, fOr each of the ten texts, -',These students wr,-

not-informed that any of the texts had.planned 'Confusion's.

ReSults. from the comprehension testsshowed that the presence or

absence of confusions appeared to have no effect upon the performance of-,

the non-target items. When reading the target items, or the'"confusing"
9

'paragraphs, fifty:one percent responded with a recognized verbatim re-

srnse from the passage, (which is evidence that the inconsistency was.

not noticed and/or adequately resolved); while forty-five percent recogr

nized the ''correct" :answer (which Is evidence of detecting an inconsis-

tency). four percent chose a third alternative which waS'neither ver-

,batim'from the text nor. a "correct" answer.

If subjects read a "consistent" passage seventy-six percent.;re.-.'

sponded 10th?the correct-alternative, eighteen percent gave the "incon

sistene choice, and five percent chose the other alteenative. I 'genera

subjects responded more frequently with verbatim.information when it was

_ 'consistent with the passage (76%)'Zhan when.it was inconsistent (51%).

This difference indicates that many students were aware of the 'confusions;
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in the text (at some level of proceSsing) whether or not they could state

so'eXpliciely.

In a second. study:of `Phase Two (briefly discussed earlier under

Information Gathering)', 37 sUbjecs'were prespdted a subset of -the passages

used previously: two'passages contained confusions, e.g contradictions

involving the main poillt of pararaph, while two involved contradiction

about passage details. ,The materials were presented sentence by sentence

on the' PLATO; computer-assisted instructrbn system terminal screen. The

students controlled the amount of time they spent on each sentence. They .

were also given the opportunity to "move around" in the 'text;.that
i

they.could look back or look ahead at any section of the passage.when they

so desired.

Another manipulation in the experiment involved the position of the
-

contradictory target statement relative to its disconfirming context.' In
.

the.cate of thain)mint .pasages, the tontradictorrstateMeni was

either the first or last sentence in the paragraph. Thec-remaining sen-_

tences provided information that went against this statement. For detail

,passaves, the context for the contradiction was but a single sentence, and

:.-'-both were embedded'within the paragraph. Thus, the manipuiation involved

,.-

'reverting'tbe.ordee.:'of*those two sentences. It was hypothesized that

patterns of reading behavicA depended on the position of the contradiction.

After reading the passages, subjects were given a series of an-line

questions designed to assess their awareness of the contradiction. They

were first asked to decide which of two alternatives was moist consistent

with each passage. The alternatives were paraphrases of either the
'F.;O. .

'cont rradiotorq target.or its corresponding' consistent control; statement.
.. . .

.
.. ,

Depending on which answer subjetts gave, they were automatically branched
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.by the computer to further questions probing their interpretations of the

passages.

A significant result of,the study was a Paragraph Type (main-point

vs. detaiWby, Target Type (contradictory or consistent) interaction.

-SUbjects spent more time readfng the entire paragraph when a contradiction.

was present if the contradiction involved a main point. However, on the

"detatl,passages,, subjects Spent more time reading the paragraph when the

. target statement was'consistent rather than contradictory ,This: same

pattern was also observed' for (1) the amount of time spentoo, the target

4
statement kilone and (2) for the number of lookbacks on the.entire'para-

,graph. Thus, the contradiction manipulation had lie anticipated'results

only on main-point paragraphs. Ohe plausible explanation is that Subjects

did in fact notice the contradiction on details but.decided to gloss over

it rather than attempt to resolve it. Thus, they actually spent less time

studying the material than when it was writtento make perfectly good sense.

.Differences.betweeri main point and detail passages were alsO apearent
.

in the qUestion-answeringAata. Overall, accuracy'was greater on:main-

point questions than detail, where accuracy is defined as the correct. .

selection of the consisterit, noncontradictory alternative. This held

' '`true regardless of whether the passage was consistent or contradictory.

Hpwever, subjects Wtre more accurate ;when they, had read the consistent

passage. This ditcome is:flot at all surprising since ever. if subjects

had 4etecteci,the Ontradiction, there would be a conflict between. what

L.-they actual 114 read d what the correct answer should be.

j
Finally, analysis of the time required to

c,.,

'howed that subjects required considerably more time answering detail

make a correct response

A
ZqUestions when 'a

.

contradiction was'present. However, there was,Pittle
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difference in respofise times on main-point questions, suggesting that if

subjects had resolved the inconsistency and identified the real main idea

of the Paragraph, they did so dUringsinitial reading. This interpretation

is consistent with the observed differences in reading behavior on main-
,.

.point pa'sages.

A
%

As is obvious from the above accounts of research on theutomatic
.

Monitoring Mechanism, the'discovery process is just beginning. The

research efffcultNA is co4ounded by the:fact that many students are

generally uhable -to keep -0 record of- their monitoring'acitvities without

having the record keeping interfere with' the rnimPtoring. Consequently,

we have had to use the indirect technique of ,'

having st6depts study mate-
\

rials with planned confusions. To-Aate,- we have,only. \few-results; all-

Ofrwhich lead us to believe that the Automatic MOnjtorin6 Mechanism is

quite complex, perhaps more so than we anticipated.\ It is able to dis-

tialguiih-between confgSlons.whiCh are pdtentially serious to successful.

a

. ,

comOrehension,'such as those involVing a main p6iht, endless serious ones;

such aS thOSeinvolving v-sage.detajis.' However, confusions involvtng

the improper use of transition words; e:g., 'however and therefore, never

seemed, to trigger the!.-Mechanism The research paradigm, however, seems

solid .and` it shoe ld.ha\ke additional payoff in- the future.

After the episode has been interrupted by either the response-demand

event-dr the Automatic Monitoring Mechanism andsorrie.response has been

noted, thestudent makeS a decision regarding the appropriateness of the

response. Mal$ing this decision is, at best, a difficult task and a- realm`

istic decisiori depends, to ,a large extent, on the explicitness°of the

criteria., After making the decision, rules concerning what-to-do-next

must be applied.
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Decisions of What-to-Do-Next

Outlined below is the tentative model of how skilled, readers manage

thiS what-todo-neXt question. These conditional statements are the

consequence of a logical analysis, based on interview data., of the

'actions students take when they fail to copprehend.

1. If a reader reads something that iS'not understood, some imme-
L\,

diate action may occur Or the inform:ation may be stored in

memory as a pending questiOn.

2. If the reader stores it as a pending question,, a possible

i

imeaning (usually re) may be formulated, which s then

stared as a tentative hypothesis.

3
4

ifthe reader -forms a pending question, readirilg continues..

4. If a triggering event, (i.e., too many pendinglqueWons, or

.

eepetition of the same pending question) occur s after the,

reader forms the pending question, some additional strategic,

!

action may be taken. Byagreeing to fake some strategic

action,the readercmay:

Rel'ead some portion of, the text in order to collect

More information` that will either answer a pending

-question or<form a tentative hypothesis that is.

related to a pending question;

Jump ahead in the text to see if there are headings.

or paragraphs tharefer. to the pending question

velich might- anSwer;,,i ;

c. Consult an outside 'source (e g., dictfctry, glossary,

for an answ-x to a\pen d i ng
\

encyclopediexpert)

qyestion;

i.
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d. 'Make a written record of a pending question;

e. Think/reflect about the pendilig question and !relateN

information that he/she has in memory;

f. Quit reading the text.

5. The reader may'covinue to read from the point in which compre-
.

hension faijure was last encountered whether the strategic action
. ,

is successful or not.
4 N' 4

%,, 4' v.

And so, the procesS continues in which the student manages episode.

after episode as each section of prose is processed.

Stage III: Post-reading Activities

In this stage, activities are employed by the student to enrich the

learning that has already taken place, to increase the probability that

whatliaS been Inarned will be retained, and_to generate alternate texts

0
(e.g., notes and outlineWthat wi11-'be useful hen the material has'to

be studied again later.'
.-

In what Po§t:-reading activities should Stddents,engage? In one
-----. .

. . ,
, .

sense, any of the organizatiodal
.

1

(loutlinei mne0onics), translational
.

(paraphrases, generate questions), end/or repetitional (recitation, .

rehearsal) schemes. can-help students remember what they have learned.

However, there. is the chance that to engage- intheseschemes will burden

the students with unnecessary busywork and they will gain mastery of

information that'is unrelated to the criteria. 'fortunately, Weinstein and

Dansereau are researching interesting strategies related to this partic-

ular, phase of-study which are.discussed in other chapters of this book.

These techniques have a very exciting,:potentral of serfing the st4den

well-during this stage of study:.
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At our Center, we have developed a new techniique that is also poten-

tially useful during.this Post-reading stage. The technique is described

as only "potentially" useful because it has not ye been field tested

a large population of.students. However, the underpinnings of the tech-

.

nique. seem. sound and are worthy-of discussion hereJ

As is aPparent in this chapter, studying invo/ves complex behaviors

in which the student imposes meaning on .textmaterjal.,through series of

self-directed instructional-episodes,. Studying i0ipt seen ai.a 'series
it

of mechanical steps, but ratheran interactive proWs involving a stu-

dent's prior knowledge, lextbooks,:study guides, etJc. it is a process in

which the student's comprehension of a text topic is expanded, sharpened,

and made more relevant (or whatever else the itudyin criteria demand).

When thinking about techniques to use in teaching students this complex

process, a glaring hole in traditional study procedures-is apparel-it.

That is, there is no efficient way for students to concisely represent

or record the meaningOr the relationshipamong ideas found in lectures,

notes, or text materials. NotetakIng and outlining strategies are either

too simplistic and insufficient'; or capturing the relationships, or they

are so elabc:rite that employing
,

,

them is an inefficient use of student time.
it

Consequently, a new technique 'was designed1which stresses the impor-
. .

. ,

. r. _
tance of stalentS' ability to.Tink ideas together. and to represent the.i ' I

i
. ... it

d

natureof-the!relatiOnship between the ideas. As an illustration of-thel
. ,

k

inadequacy-of the traditional techniques, 'outlining only ehables students

I

to detect whiCh sets of ideas are subsumed under, others; however, outlines,-,

do not provide an adequate frimework for showing why they are subsumed.

Are the subsumed items merely Properties of thesuperordinate ones? Or,
t.

are .they the outcomes of the superordinateitemS7
. t a

,

H
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0.

Some of our early thoughts aboUt solutions to this problem came

r
from an article by Hauf (1971), and from the work of John Merritt (1977)

at ,.the British Open University. Haul; (1971)-describes a mapping technique

in which students can organize-the main ideas from a text passage without

the usual constraints found in a formal outline. She adocates that the

central idea be written near the middle of a note page and the subsidiary

ideas be attached. .Jn a concentric fashion, resulting in a product that

resemblesaa city map. The main ifference between this technique and

outlining is that it breaks. down the feft-to-right and top-to-bottom con-

:_frerijolis used in formal.Outlines. floWever, while it allows students to

represent.More faithfully the often complex interrelationships among ideas

in a passage, it, like the ouilihe, offers no easy Way of expressing the

nature of the relationships among the ideas.

In addition; some knteresting woOk by Merritt (1977) influenced the

development of our neKt4chnique,- also called mapping. Merritt and some

of his colleagues proposed an interesting hypothesis: For many, if not
-

most, text passages, there is a preferred technique for succinctly repre- _

senting their meaning. For example,-some passages are best represented by

either aVenn diagram, a flowchart, a doubje:entry (check list) table, or

a sketch. Data from the introspection actiyities of Merritt's team and

from.classroom students help'support his hypothesis. Quite often students

acting independently will design similar text representations from the

same text passage.' These outcomes suggeSt that there is some consistency

in the way text can be'represehted. However, students would have_to be
-_

taught a wide range of diagramming and,Charting skills-in order to repre-

seht a variety of text.
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Any new mapping scheme, then, should have'the flexibility and siM-

plicity,of the one discussed-by-Havf.:(1971), but also should be capable of

succinctly representing-a variety of relationships. Our new technique seems

to Have these characteristics. To use this new scheme requires that the

student learn a set of relational conventions (symbols), which at the

4

simplest level indicate how twa,ideas are related, but at a text level can
,

-.. show-the-complex relationships;,aManT'many ideas. ThiS'..scheme hns0 se4en
.

fundamental relationships-betWeen'two ideas, A and B: when, B is an instance

of-A, B is a property'or characte4istic of A, -A is similar to B, A is greater

or less than B, A occurs:before BI, A causes B, and, A is the negation Of B.

In addition, two special relationships show when Idea A is ao'important

idea, or a definition. The logical connectives and and or are also,-used.

An important feature of the maps, as illustrated in Figure 1, is that

the shape of the map represents the organizational pattern of the ideas.

For example, when the map based on textmaterial is characterized by a series"

of embedded and segmented boxes, such 'as-the,,box-headed by "mate0a1posses-

sions" in Figure 1; then the text is describing and .giving examples of some,

Insert Figure 1 about' here

perhaps, fundamental ideas. Chapters.in many introductory level textbooks

have these characteristic maps. On the other hand, When the map shows a

-series of boxes connected by arrows, such as those on lie right side of

Figure 1, then the text is concerned with a set of procedures (as in a

'technical manual), a chrondlogy of events (as in a history text), or a Causal

--61-1-riaf-events (as in a concluding section of a chapter loa so'ciology text)..

..When and -how often should students map ideas? Our experience with

the technique is toa limited to say for sure. However, we do know that

2'
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;.

mapping entire chapters, while' often an enlightening process, rsequires a

great deal of time and realistically, the student learns" more fromthe

exercise than is often necessary to know about the chapter content. So,

we are advocating that short maps be constructed for each_important task

outcome, i.e., one for each item that might be on achapter test. Roughly

this translates into one map for each entry ono the stud9'1-guide, as de-
.

sCrtbed in an earlier section.

Summary

,The process of studying is a criteria-related, self-directed form of

reading text. The activities in this process lre discussed in three

phages, Pre-reading, During Beading and PogIkreadingk. rre-readingactiv-
t.

ities require the student to clarify the criteria for study. This is

.accomplished by collecting previously administered tests, lecture notes

and other evidence related to the criterion event, such as an examination,

and theh using these to construct a study guide by writing entries of key

concepts from them onto appropriaOy labeled. pages. -Also dUring the Pre-

reading stage, the student surveys the text in an effort to determine.how

Much of th textAopic is already know, how interesting it is, and how
A

. .

diffic ,jlt or time consuming it will be to learn what needs to be known.

The During Reading. stage Is characterized by periods of extended

:reading in-which the students monitor their understanding of the text
. 4

meaning and attempt to remediate any important comprehension failures-,

as they occur';. When addittonal'key'concepts are encountered in the text,__

they should be enteredionto the study guide.

,Finarly.in the Post-reading stage, students employ activities to

augment what has already been learned, to increase the probability that

the learned material will be retained, and to generate useful alternate .

0
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rms of the text materials Concepts which have a high probability of

being tested on a sJbsequent,exam, e.g., those with entries on the study

'guide, should receive special'attention by mapping the reVited ideas.

Mapping is an elaborated outlining scheme in which not on14,related ideas
,

.

*,

are juxtaposed, but the nature of their relationship is in#Icafed by a
. -------;

symbol system.

D
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